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S.10. Maxwell's needle. The 
modulus of rigidity can be detennined 
with the help of a Maxwell's needle. It 
consists of a hollow cylindrical tube 
open at both ends provided with a tor· 
sion head in the middle to which ~ 
fixed a plane mirror. One end of a wire 
of uniform radius, modulus of rigidity 
of the material of which is to be deter• 
mined .is fixed in the torsion head. The 
other · end of the wire . is fixed to a 
second torsion head fixed to a rigid sup
port. The tube is fitted with four 
cylinders of equal lengths of which t\VO 
are hollow and two arc solid. The 
length of each cylinder is equal to one 
quarter of the length ·or the ·cylindrical 
tube so that when · they are put end to 
end they just fill the hollow tube com· 
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houow cybndrical tube along with the cylinders is suspended • 
'file . F. 5 8 Th · tn 

JetelY· Jane as shown tn ig. . . e hme period can be detennined 
! _vettic~Jp of a telescope and ~ale arrangement. 

..,1"1 :perirnent 9. To determine the modulus or rigidity or copper by 
U'S needle. 

rJa~e . ratld· A Maxwell's needle, a copper wire of a suitable length 
~~:ess, 3 fixed support with a torsion head, a telescope with a scale 

artd th ed to its stand, a sto~-watch, a _screw gauge, a spring balance, a metre 
attach d an electric lamp wath a holder. 

rod anrbeory. To find t~e co~effici~nt of rigidity. the Maxwell's needle is 
ded first with solid cylinders tn 

suspentennost position as shown in 
the ou th . ·oc1 
fig. 5.9 (1). Let I 1 be ,f ~ tam~ pcfnth. 
Jf 11 is the moment o 1nert1dacdo . e 
loaded tube about the suspcn wtre 
as an axis, then 

,, = 2Jt -l' ... (i) 
The position of the sol.id and the 

H 

Ci, l 

H 

hollow cylinders is then changed as tiU 
shown in Fig. 5.9 (ii). Let the tjme A 5 9 

H 

period now be t2 . If / 2 is the moment 
1

· · . 
of inertia of the loaded tube in this position about the wire as an axis. then 

'2 = 2Jt {T; .. • (ii) '\j-;; 
From (i) and (ii). we get 

2 2 _2 u. - 12> 
/ l - '2 = 41t-

C 
... (iii) 

Now ... (iv) 

where Lis half the length of the Maxwell's needle 

41t2 
2 :. 1i - ~ = -(rni-m1)L 

C 

41t2 (fni - m1) L
2

• 21 

1t nr4 

2 
81t/ (»iz - m1) L 

1\ = ·;. (~.;-_;) ,4 or 

w Proceoure. 1 (i) Put the hollow cylinde~ of the MaxweH's n~edle 1n-
arcts . d . . . . . be. h 

in p· an the solid cylinders outwards symmetncally 1n the tu as s own 
tg. 59 (i) 
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(ii) Take a copper wire of suitable length and thickness. Remove l~I 
kinks by stretching the wire gently. , 

(iii) Suspend the Maxwell's needle from one end of this wire and ti 
the other end in a rigid suppoo. See that the needle is horizontal Wld 09ci~1 
lates freely in a hori1.ontal plane about the wire~ an axis. 

1 

(iv) See that the needle lies parallel to the wall. If it is not, adjust th 
orsion head at the top. ~ ' 

( v) Arrest the motion of the needle just near its mean position by 
~ placed in contact with it or tie one end of a thread to the needle ant1 i~ 
other end to a fixed point. 

2. Place a telescope having an inverted centimetre scale clamped to ib, 
stand on a stoot at a suitable distance not less than one metre from the 
Maxwell's needle, with the scale towards the mirror fixed to the needle. 

Place your eye just a~ve the telescope and adjust the position of the 
~e till its image is visible in the mirror. If the image is not clearly visible ' 
illuminate the scale by an electric lamp placed in front of the scale. ! 

3. Place the telescope in the position of the eye. Adjust the eye-piece so 
that the cross-wires are clearly visible. Focus the telescope on the image 
seen in the mirror and not on the mirror. The image lies as far behind tht 
mirror as the scale is in front of it. Observe the reading of the scale in the 
centre of the image. Adjust the vertical cross-wire so that it coincides with a 

cm division mark. 
4. Gently remove the stand or apply a burning match stick to the 

thread, as the case may be. The needle will begin to vibrate in a horizontal 
plane. See that the amplitude is small and the needle does not oscillate up 
and down. If it does so stop it and release it again gently or touch the wire 
just above the needle with the fingers. Protect the apparatus from air cur• 
rents. 

5. When the image of the reference line on the scale just passes the ver-1 

tical cross-wire, start the stop watch and count zero. Count 'one' when the 
image of the same mark passes in the same direction and so on. 

Find the time for 15 vibrations. Repeat three times. 
6. Now place the solid cylinders inwards and the hollow cylinders out· 

wards as shown iri Fig. 5.9 (ii). Set the telescope again and repeat the obser· 
vat.ions. 

7. Find the weight of each solid cylinder with a spring balance and fi~ 
the mean. Similarly find the mean weight of a hollow cylinder. Me~ure the 
length of the Maxwell's needle and that of the wire from the point or slJSPC"' j 
sion to the point where it is attached to the needle. · : 

8. Measure the diameter of the wire accurately at different points wi~! 
a screw gauge. At each point measure the diameter in two mutually perpe11'1 
clicular directions. I 
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Note that the radius 'r' occ1'rs as r" In tht formula and ht nee a s.m1JII 
error in the measurement of diameter will be mognifledfnur tlmt3. 

Observations. 
-- ----- ----~ 

Time for 1, vibrati~.-.1 

position of solid 
Time peric.f cylinden 1 2 3 Mean 

i----

Outside l1 : 

Inside 12 = 

-
Wei~ht of the hollow cylinders = (i) (ii) 

Meanm1 = kg 
Weight of the solid cylinders = (i) (ii) 

Mean""i,= kg 
Length of the needle 2L= cm .:= m 
Half the length of the needle L= cm = m 
Length of the wire I= cm = m 
Diameter of the wire 
Least count of the screw gauge = mm = 
Zero correction = ± mm 

Position 1 2 3 4 s 6 Mean 

a 

b 

Mean corrected diameter = mm 
Mean corrected radius = mm = m 

• 81t I (""i, - m1) L
2 

Calculatmns. Tl = 2 2 4 
('i - -i) r 

= N/m2 

Actual value from tables = N/m2 

Percentage error = 
Precautions. 1. There should be no kinks in the wire. 
2. The Maxwell needle should vibrate ·equally on both sides of the ref

erence mark. 
3. The thickness of the wire should .. be such that it remains taut under 

the load of the Max well needle. 
4. The Max well needle should remain horizontal and should not vibrate 

up and down. 

1 
. 5. The amplitude of vibrations should be small so that the wire is not 

Wisted beyond the elastic limit. 
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6. The telescope should be focused on the image of scale which lies 

far behind the mirror as the object is in front of it and not on the mirror. ~ 

Exercise 1. Find the moment of inertia of a cylinder by finding its ti~ 

period. Co-efficient of rigidity is given. 

Hints: 
II 4 

t = 21t '\/ c , where c = t . 
Exercise 2. Find the torsional couple per unit angular twist of a Wire. 

Hints. Suspend the Maxwell's needle from the wire and find the tune 

'!riods t I and t2 with solid cylinders outside and then inside respectively. 

2 2 4x2L2(m.z - m1) 
Now 11 - t2 = -----

c 

or 

Note. Lis half the length of Maxwell's needle_ 
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